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MODELLING ARCJET THRUSTER PERFORMANCE
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AEA Technology, Culham Laboratory
Abingdon, Oxon OX14 3DB, United Kingdom
arcjets and a variety of propellants. The intention was
to use the model to obtain an insight into the
dominant physical processes and scale of the
parameters involved. A large number of simulations
would be required. Therefore a model which was fast
and cheap to run was needed. In several instances,
simpler expressions which are less accurate were
used in preference to precise expressions which
increased computation times.

ABSTRACT
This paper describes results from a simple
transonic computational model designed to simulate
the operation of an arcjet. The model is based on a
one dimensional description of the flow in which the
equations of momentum, continuity, energy and,
degree of dissociation are combined into a pair of
simultaneous differential equations. Analytical
expressions for the derivatives of thermodynamic
properties are found by utilising the concept of an
ideal dissociating gas. This approximation is very
good within the range of temperatures where
dissociation is important. The model includes the
variable area of the arcjet constrictor and nozzle. The
model has been used mainly for comparisons with
experimental data of hydrogen fuelled arcjets.
However the code can treat mixtures of hydrogen and
nitrogen so that hydrazine and ammonia fuelled
arcjets can be studied. Comparisons with arcjets at
the 1 kW and 30 kW level are described.

MODEL EQUATIONS
For this study we decided to concentrate on
the gas dynamics and treat the arc purely as a heat
input occurring within the flow. This allowed us to
make a ID approximation. The problem is then
described by the three gasdynamic conservation
equations, a reaction rate equation and the
thermodynamic relationships for the propellant. The
conservation equations for mass, momentum and
energy may be combined to produce an expression
for the acceleration of the propellant:

INTRODUCTION
dV

Combining transonic fluid dynamics, heat
transport and, nonequilibrium chemistry in a
numerical model is an extremely complex task.
Recent progress on detailed computational models is
the result of many years of effort"- . Such models
will ultimately function as engineering design tools.
Simulation of experimental performance data has
been achieved with simpler ID and pseudo 2D
codes' 4". These codes usually incorporate an
empirical element which results in excellent accuracy
but reduces their range of applicability.
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This paper describes a ID model which does
not contain any empirical correlations. Our objective
was to develop a model suitable for all sizes of
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where V is the velocity, x is the distance along the
arcjet centre line, a is the degree of dissociation, A is
the cross sectional area, Q is the energy input per
metre, h is the specific enthalpy, p is the pressure, p
is the density, -t is the wall shear stress and, a, is
the speed of sound in a frozen flow.

for this model. At the peak bulk temperatures
predicted by this model (around 6,000 K) nitrogen is
only just beginning to dissociate whereas hydrogen is
almost totally dissociated. Therefore in a ID model,
where bulk temperatures are lower than the peak
temperatures, the dissociation of nitrogen is relatively
unimportant and various propellants can be modelled
as a mixtures of one ideal dissociating gas (hydrogen)
and one non-dissociating perfect gas (nitrogen).

The solution of the equations is greatly
simplified if the thermodynamic state of the
propellant can be described by a simple expression,
in terms of its properties, which is easily
differentiable. An important process in electrothermal
propulsion is dissociation so it is important that the
expression is accurate over the range of temperatures
where dissociation is prevalent The concept of an
ideal dissociatinggas was proposed by LighthillU for
this purpose. By assuming that the electronic degrees
of freedom of a dissociating gas are excited to
negligible extent and that the vibrational degree of
freedom of the molecules is excited to exactly one
half of the value indicated by the classical
equipartition of energy, the specific enthalpy of a
bimolecular gas is given simply by:
h = (4+a)(

)T+ aD

2

The rate equation defines the rate at which
the chemical composition of the flow changes and
therefore determines the degree of departure from
equilibrium. The dissociation and recombination of
hydrogen is described by:
k
H,+ M - 2H + M
(8)
k
where ko is th dissociative reaction rate, kR is the
recombination rate coefficient and, M represents the
species available to take part in the three body
reaction: either H, H2 or N2.
The conservation of specific atomic
hydrogen content (otherwise known as the degree of
dissociation) for one dimensional steady flow dictates
that:

(6)
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where R, is the Universal Gas Constant, W2 is the
molecular mass of the diatomic species and, D is the
dissociation energy per mole. Such expressions are
accurate to within fractions of a percent for the

p Vya = ad[H]
2 dt
&

where 0 indicates specific molar concentration. The
rate of change of atomic hydrogen can be expressed
as:

temperatures between which dissociation occurs
(3,000 K to 8,000 K for hydrogen). The equilibrium
degree of dissociation a' of an ideal dissociating gas
is given by:
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The equilibrium constant kc can be used to
express kR in terms of kD. The molar con-centrations
can be replaced with expressions in terms of a, p etc.
For a hydrogen-nitrogen mixture with mass fraction
mx of dissociating hydrogen, the rate of change of a
is:

where Td is the characteristic temperature gas and Pd
is the characteristic density. In the ideal dissociating
gas approximation, these are constants which are
properties of the gas.
Many arcjet experimenters use mixtures of
'hydrogen and nitrogen to simulate ammonia (NH)
and hydrazine (Nz2H). A similar approach was used
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where
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where h, is the convection coefficient.

and

The recovery factor for flows with zero
pressure gradient is given by:
=
(()
(18)
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The relationship between the wall shear
stress and the Fanning friction factor, f, is defined
by:
p V2

S=-

where Pr is the Prandtl Number. Experiments have
shown this to be accurate for flows around cones and
paraboliods if the Prandtl number is evaluated at the
adiabatic wall temperaturem'.

(14)

The friction factor for incompressible
laminar duct flow is given by:
f

16

(17)

The heat transfer coefficient was calculated
by taking the Nusselt Number to be equal to 3.66.
This is applicable to fully developed, laminar flow in
a circular duct'. Calculations of the Graetz Number
for typical arcjet flows demonstrate that the flow
becomes fully developed in a very short distance.

(15)

where Re is the duct Reynolds Number. The effect of
increasing Mach number is to substantially reduce the
friction factor O. The theories, which have been
developed to demonstrate this are only applicable to
ideal cases: flat plates, flows with Prandtl Numbers
of 1 etc. It was decided to use the above relationship
with a simple correction factor for the supersonic part
of the flow. This was probably as accurate as using

The radiative heat transfer was calculated by
assuming that the arc behaved as an optically thick
emitter with unity view factor to the nozzle wall.
NUMERICAL METHOD

a relationship for one of the ideal cases, but could be

The solution requires the simultaneous

computed much faster. The value recommended by
reference (8) is 0.0025.

integration of two differential equations: equation (1)
for velocity and equation (11) for degree of
dissociation.

The fluid in the boundary layer of a
compressible flow heats up as it is slowed down. It
is possible for the temperature of the fluid next to the
wall to rise to the free stream stagnation temperature.

The stagnation enthalpy of the flow is
determined from an energy balance which is
maintained as the integration proceeds downstream

The proportion of the free stream dynamic
temperature which is recovered is known as the
Recovery Factor, t.

from a set of initial conditions. The static enthalpy,
h, can be calculated after the velocity has been
integrated. The degree of dissociation, a, is

2 (T,-7)
t (
p V2

=
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simultaneously found by integration hence the
temperature can be calculated. The other properties of
the propellant follow from the equations of continuity

(16)

where T(, is the fluid temperature close to the wall
and To is the stagnation temperature. The conductive
heat loss can be found from:

and state.
The solution of the differential equation for
velocity in a transonic flow is complicated because
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both the numerator and denominator become equal to
zero at the sonic point. This critical point occurs at a
distance downstream of the geometric throat in a
nonequilibrium flow. The exact location cannot be
determined a priori.

the critical point, x, + 6r, given some initial values
for V and a. This is achieved by extrapolating Ma,
and a.
The Mach Number at a point prior to the
critical point x, - 8x, is 1.O-dMa,. As the integration
proceeds towards x,, the point where l.O-2dMaf is
noted. The distance between these two points is
calculated and used to determine the location of the
point x, + &x at which it is assumed that the Mach
number is 1.O+dMa,. As a value of 0.001 is taken for
dMa, 8x tends to be of the order of 0.01mm. Hence
the implied assumption, that Ma, is linear over the
distance &x either side of the critical point is
reasonably accurate.

Some form of integration is required to find
the choked mass flow rate. The current integration
scheme involves specifying the temperature and
pressure of the gas at the inlet and assuming that it is
in equilibrium. A guessed value for the inlet velocity
fixes the mass flow rate. If the value of the mass
flow rate is too low, the flow will initially accelerate
but further down the nozzle it will begin to decelerate
and will never reach a sonic velocity. Therefore if dV
goes negative and the flow is subsonic the inlet
velocity needs to be increased. If the inlet velocity is
too high, the mass flow rate is greater than is
physically possible. In this case the velocity becomes
sonic before the numerator becomes equal to zero,
hence the inlet velocity needs to be reduced.

The a function has to be smooth because the
-dissociative reaction rate is finite. Hence the value of
dal'x at x-ix can be used to find a reasonably
accmate value of a at x+8x.
The pair of differential equations for V and
a are a stiff set of equations; that is, the solution to
the equation for a requires much smaller steps than
the equation for V to avoid instability.

Once the correct mass flow rate has been
determined to a suitable tolerance, one has the
problem of determining dV at the critical point,
It is unlikely that dV will be numerically
indeterminate; it is much more likely that a spurious
value will result from the division by a very small
number. For this reason it is preferable to stop the
integration prior to the critical point. If the Mach
Number is a small amount dMa, less than 1.0 and the
numerator has a similarly small value dNum, then the
critical point has almost been reached and the correct
mass flow rate has been found. If the numerator is
not small then the mass flow rate is too large. See
Table 1 for a summary. Close to the critical point the
numerator is typically of the order of 106, so a value
of 103 was considered small enough for dNum. A
value of 0.001 was selected for dMa. To satisfy
these tolerances, it was found that a mass flow rate
of the order of 10' kg/s was usually iterated to
within 10" kg/s.

CODE CHECKING
It was possible to use special cases which
have analytical solutions to check that elements of
the model were functioning correctly. An ideal
dissociating gas behaves like an ideal gas with a ratio
of specific heats of 1.33. It was possible to compare
the model with the analytical solution for an
isentropic expansion of a diatomic gas by specifying
an inlet temperature of 500 K and setting the heat
input and the friction factor to zero hence eliminating
dissociation. Table 2 shows excellent agreement
considering that the tolerances for the mass flow rate
iteration were relatively coarse.
There is an analytical solution for heat
addition to an ideal gas in a frictionless constant
area duct. The velocity at the exit of a 10mm long,
10mm diameter duct with an inlet temperature of

The solution can proceed from the point following
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Table 1. Mass Flow Rate Iteration Criteria.

Cause and remedy.

Symptom.

Mass flow rate too small.
Increase inlet velocity.

dV< 0
dr
Mac<(1.O-dMa)

Ma
'd"

Adr

Mass flow rate too large.
Decrease inlet velocity.

(1.0 - dMa)

_A

9

G
dx

dx

+IQdJum

Ma? (1.0 -dMa)
SdA Fda +GdQ +IdNum

Adr

Table 2

dx

Mass flow rate correct.
Proceed with solution.

dx

Table 3

Comparison with the Isentropic
Expansion of an Ideal Gas

Comparison with Heat Addition in a
Frictionless Duct

Theory

Model

Exit velocity
(m/s)

136.16

136.2

713.25

Exit Mach
Number

0.3461

0.346

1285.5

Exit temperature
(K)

391.95

392

Theory

Model

Mass flow rate
(mg/s)

41.7

41.5

Throat velocity
(m/s)

718

Throat temp (K)

1287.6

5
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Table 4

Comparison
Behaviour

with

Frictional

Theory

Model

Lenth Ma 0.9 ->
1.0

19.916

19.86

Length Ma 1.4 1.0

8.69

Duct

stagnation temperature. The performance of a thruster.
is obviously extremely sensitive to the mass flow.
rate. Considering the uncertainty that exists over
these variables, the results obtained by the model are
impressive.
For instance, Table 5 shows the
performance of a typical 30 kW arcjet (the D-1E
from Ref (10)).

_

8.66
This result was achieved by varying the inlet
pressure until the correct choked mass flow rate was
achieved. The inlet temperature and the temperature
of the thruster body were guessed.

300K and an input power of 1kW was compared with
the model - see Table 3.

Table 5

The friction routine was checked using the
flow of an ideal gas in an adiabatic constant area
duct. The effect of friction on both supersonic and
subsonic flows is to drive the Mach Number to 1. It
is possible to calculate the length of tube which is
required to accelerate a flow from Mach 0.9 to 1.0
and the length required to decelerate a flow from
Mach 1.4 to 1.0. The results in Table 4 show

30 kW Ammonia Performance Data

Experiment

Model

Power - kW

30.3

30.3

Thrust -N

2.42

2.07

SI - secs

754

639

Efficiency

29

21.6

0.33

0.33

%
Mass flow gs

excellent agreement with theory considering that the
integration steps were 0.04mm.
RESULTS
i) Ammonia Arcjet Performance

The JPL report shows graphs of specific
impulse against specific power. The data from the
model is plotted on the same graph in Figure 1.

The difficulty with any performance
modelling is that there is little information available
in the literature that is sufficiently detailed. Reference
(10) is the best source of ammonia arcjet data. The
pressure and temperature of the propellant at the
plenum chamber inlet are required by the model.

1000 -
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Most experimenters measure the pressure in the
a.

propellant inlet pipe where it enters the thruster body.
A considerable pressure drop occurs between this

2oo

point and the plenum chamber because of the narrow
flow passages.

o
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The choked mass flow rate of a perfect gas
is proportional to the inlet stagnation pressure and
inversely proportional to the square root of the inlet

Figure 1
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1

Specific impulse for the JPL ammonia
thruster
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It can be seen that the experimental results confirm
the model's prediction that specific impulse falls with
decreasing specific power. Estimates were made for
the unknown input parameters such as inlet
temperature, nozzle wall temperature etc. Holding
these paraments constant for all of the different
power levels is almost certainly the cause of the
difference in the slopes between the two curves. In
reality the wall temperature is likely to be higher at
high specific powers and, due to the regenerative
heating effect, the inlet temperature is also likely to
be higher. It was felt that it was pointless adjusting
these parameters to force the model to fit the data:
one of the objectives of this programme was to see if
a model could be used to predict the performance of
a prototype prior to its manufacture.

The explanation is simply that with lower specific
power the flow is cooler therefore it does not
dissociate as much or reject as much heat. This effect
is exaggerated by the way in which this study, and
the JPL study define efficiency. At low powers, the
enthalpy of the incoming flow is a significant
proportion of the total energy addition. A more
realistic measurement should take into account the
cold flow thrust, that is, the thrust which would occur
with no input power.
The design of thq supersonic part of the
nozzle is a compromise between friction losses and
the energy recovery which occurs as the. result of
recombination. The model predicted that efficiency
increases as nozzle length increases. It appeared that

applying a constant correction to the friction factor

250

for supersonic flow did not have sufficient effect. For
the 20 kW case, the peak efficiency is 30.3% and
occurs with a 80mm long nozzle. The next level of
improvements to the model must include a Mach

0,
2o0 150 -

number dependent correction factor.
*

100 -

S
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J Experiment

The starting and finishing points in the
nozzle for heat input, that is the arc attachment
points, need to be specified. The logical positions of

SModel

0I

0

10

20

I

30

these points are the cathode tip and the end of the
constrictor because these represent the ends of the

aO

arc.

Power (kW)

Figure 2 Thrust for the JPL ammonia thruster

The acceleration of the propellant in the
constrictor was dominated by the heat input.
Therefore the position selected for the end of the heat
input determined the location of the sonic point.
Table 6 shows the significant effect upon the
performance caused by moving the sonic point (that
is, the end of the heat input) from halfway along the
constrictor to the end of the constrictor.

Figure 2 is a plot of thrust against power.
As before, the model exhibits the correct trends but
the actual values are influenced by the constant input
parameters. Both curves show a sharp decrease in
thrust at around the 15kW level and linear rise in
thrust above this power. Figure 1 suggests that the
selected input parameters were suitable for a thruster
with a specific power of 6 x 10" J/kg. Figure 2
suggests the same because a specific power of 6 x
10" J/kg for the JPL geometry corresponds to an
input power of 20 kW.
Efficiency improves as specific power falls.

7
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Table 6

Effect of Position of Sonic Point

subtle. The effect of dissociation is to absorb energy
from the flow. If a is underpredicted then the
temperature becomes too high and the thermal losses

Sonic
point

Middle of
constrictor

End of
constrictor

Thrust - N

1.62

1.94

SI secs

501

581

Efficiency

13.3%

18.4%

increase. Hence when using a 1-D approximation,
the net effect is a tendency to transfer frozen flow
losses into thermal losses.

GAS

0.50 4 -0

S0.1

5-75

10-

6

I

.-

0-25
2

Model

0-3
ood--

C

In practice this effect may be caused by
having the inlet pressure too low thereby not forcing
the arc to convect far enough downstream. For the
results presented here, the attachment points are in

FLOW k9gs

4.3-7.2x10-

H2

- I
-

I

I

I

I |

-

0.20

o-ts
.0o -

the nozzle, slightly downstream of the cot strictor
end, where the adverse pressure gradient causes the
arc to become diffuse. A slight shift downstream of
the sonic point from the throat causes a significantfic
change in the area ratio (A 1.A,
of the nozzle.
hn ei
of the lFigure
This is probably the source of a lot of the
discrepancies in the model predictions. The model
could be improved by incorporating the physics of
the arc so that the attachment points do not need to
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1 kW hydrogen thruster performance

iii)
Hydrazine Arcjet Performance
Comparisons were made with experimental
data for a IkW Japanese thruster" 2' in which a
mixture of N2 + 2H, was used to simulate hydrazine.
A typical result is given in Table 5. As in all other

be known a priori.
.. i)H
n A
t Pe
ii)Hydrogen Arcjet Performance

predictions, several of the input parameters such as
inlet pressure had to be estimated so the agreement is

Predictions from the model were compared
withthe performance data of a
W Plasmadyne

with the performance data of a 1kW Plasmadyne
thruster"" - see figure 3.

CONCLUSIONS
CONCLUSIONS

There is some concern that the degree of
dissociation, and hence the frozen flow losses, are too
small. The model frozen flow losses represent 15.8%
of the input power. The most likely explanation for
model. In reality, the
of
nature
this is the 1-D thiss
aturethe
of the
the mol
li, th
high temperature core of the flow is totally
high temperature core of the flow is totally

dissociated, whereas little issiatin

ur

The model has been

used to make
performance predictions with several propellants over
r of power
on levels.
wi Considering
everl ppell
a wide range
the simple
a w id e ra n g o f p o w r le v l s
simple
g
D nature of the code, the predictions are reasonable.
any of the required input parameters are not quoted

te

in the literature so it would be unreasonable to expect
perfect agement

,surrounding gas. Using a bulk average temperature
that the model still
underestimates oa.The mreason
r T t
t
m
s
gives good results despite this problem is quite

The plenum inlet pressure is a
perfect aement The plenum inlet pssum is a
particular problem because it is not easy to measure
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and friction correlations, but the results have given a
good insight of important features of an efficient
arcjet.

experimentally and differs greatly from the pressure
measured at the inlet connection on the arcjet body.
Significant erosion of arcjet throats occurs during
experiments and the sensitivity to throat diameter has
already been outlined. There is a wide variation in
experimental results which is probably attributable to
erosion. The accuracy of the measurement of such
small propellant mass flow rates is also questionable.
Given the data from a single operating point, it is
possible to trim the inlet parameters so that the
performance can be matched. Optimisation about this
operating point can then be performed with the
model.
Table 7

i) Optimum arcjet design
Several features of an optimum design have
become apparent through running the refined code.
The physics of the discharge is not included in the
model so these features are purely from a gas
dynamic point of view.
It has been noted that performance is
restricted by the finite reaction rate which causes
frozen flow. However, this rate can be used to slight
advantage in the inlet of the thruster. It might be
thought that a small inlet cone angle would give less
friction and therefore be more efficient. However, a
large inlet cone angle reduces residence time in the
inlet and prevents the propellant from dissociating as
much as it would under equilibrium conditions. The
optimum inlet cone half angle may be as large as 60
degrees.

1 kW Hydrazine Performance Data

Experiment

Model

1.27
S-1 N
157

1.27

SI - secs

508

627

Efficiency
%

28.9

33.1

Mass flow g/s

0.03

Power - kW
Thrust - N

143

There is another reason for wanting to
accelerate the propellant to high speed prior to
entering the constrictor. In the case of heat addition
to an ideal gas in a frictionless duct there is an

0.023

unexpected effect between Ma = 1/7 and Ma = 1.

Addition heat causes the static temperature to fall.
The energy input appears as a large increase in
kinetic energy. This is exactly what is required:
increased velocity but no increase in temperature so
that the arc energy is not wasted by dissociating the
propellant. Ideally one would like to achieve Mach
numbers of the order of 0.8 prior to entering the
constriction and adding heat. In practice this is not
possible but the principle remains the same. It is
more efficient to add heat at high Mach numbers. A
constant diameter constrictor facilitates this.

The main advantage of this program is that
it will run fairly quickly on a fast personal computer
(IBM compatible 386, 25 MHz) so many
permutations can be examined at little cost, compared
to running a CFD code on a Cray2. Over 200 cases
have been tried during the development of this code.
There is still a large amount of information
to be gleaned from future parametric studies. It
would be profitable to spend more time utilising this
model before undertaking further refinements,

The choice of constrictor length is
dominated by the arc characteristics. An advantage of
a long constrictor is that it enables the arcjet to
operate in a stable condition over a large range of

In order to achieve reasonable running times
it has been necessary to use rudimentary heat transfer
9
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operating conditions. Constrictor lengths should be
typically around two and a half times the throat
diameter.

4.

H. Schrade and P. Sleziona, Performance
Calculations of an H2 Arcjet by means of a
Dual Channel Model.

ii) Required improvements for the model.

5.

G. Aston and J Brophy, A Detailed Model
of Electrothermal
Propulsion
Systems, AIAA 89-2262, 1989.

6.

M. Lighthill, Dynamics of a dissociating
gas, J. Fluid. Mech., Vol. 2,No.l, 1957.

The majority of the errors in the predictions
are caused by the lack of experimental data on the
plenum inlet pressure and the inability to determine
where the heat input should finish, that it is the
positioning of the arc attachment point. The plKnum
pressure could easily be determined if somre loss

.

coefficients for the narrow inlet passages in typical
arcjet bodies were measured. The. model could take
the pressure at the inlet coupling as its input datum.
Reasonable estimates of the inlet temperature could
be made using a simple thermal model which would
also facilitate improved estimates of wall
temperatures.

J. Keenan and E. Newimar,

MeasuLemLnts

of Friction in a Pip. for Subsonic and
Supersonic Flow of Air, J. App. Mechs.,
June 1946, p.A-91.

It would be very useful to incorporate the
physics of the arc. This would not be a simple task
if it were done rigorously. However, a few authors
have recently suggested correlations for the voltagecurrent characteristics of arcjets" 21.

8.

A Shapiro, Compressible Fluid Flow, John
Wiley & Sons, 1953.

9.

F. Incropera and D. De Witt, Introduction to
Heat Transfer, John Wiley and Sons 1985.

10.

W. Deininger, A. Chopra, T. Pivirotto, K.
Goodfellow and J.Barnett, 30 kW Ammonia
Arcjet Technology, JPL 90-4, 1990.

The non-equilibrium effects could be
simplified by using Bray's shifting equilibrium
approximation".

11.

S. Nakanishi, Experimental Performance of
a IkW Arcjet Thruster, NASA, Technical
Memorandum 87131, 1985.
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